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Bcenter.com launches Global Stroke Provider Map 

Medical and professional stroke services showcased in centralized network 
 

ORLANDO, Fla. (March 21, 2012) – Bcenter.com, an online global stroke resource center, announced the 
launch of a medical and professional provider map designed to connect survivors with stroke specialists. The 
interactive diagram showcases facilities and organizations allowing users to easily explore various natural and 
conventional therapies throughout the world. According to the World Health Organization, 15 million people 
suffer stroke worldwide each year; of these, 5 million die and another 5 million are permanently disabled. 

“Bcenter.com’s provider map is like a GPS for stroke survivors on a journey to finding recovery options,” said 
Valerie Greene, CEO and Founder of Bcenter.com, a survivor of two strokes. “Stroke survivors around the 
world are crossing boundaries to find the best care and the medical community can now proactively get on the 
radar of potential patients to direct them to care.” 

Stroke-related providers can now join top companies and associations already impacting Bcenter.com users 
including Oxygen Care Centers of America, National Stroke Association and Holistic Options. Bcenter.com 
stands out from other stroke websites because it pairs cutting-edge medical options with direction and 
perspective of an individual who has personally benefitted from an array of therapies, including nearly twenty 
preferred treatments such as stem cell therapy, Energy Medicine and Hyperbaric Oxygen.     

Users can easily navigate through the Bcenter.com’s all-inclusive online recovery center through three main 
functions: the interactive world provider map lives under the Bconnected website section, allowing stroke 
survivors and patients to identify providers/experts; Bwell offers insight into diverse conventional and holistic 
treatments option; and Bempowered presents motivational resources including survivor testimonials, 
educational videos and uplifting books. 

Bcenter.com is headquartered in Orlando, FL under the direction of CEO & Founder Valerie Greene who 
stunned the medical community after refining her abilities following two debilitating strokes. Her efforts 
surrounding stroke awareness, advocacy and business advancements have been internationally recognized.  

### 
 

About Bcenter.com: The Bcenter.com is a Global Stroke Resource center created to reach stroke survivors worldwide in 
need of hope and direction. Our desire is to empower, support and light the path to recovery through educational, 
guidance and provider connections.  
 
About the Bcenter.com Founder: After two strokes paralyzed her and robbed her ability to speak, Valerie Greene’s life 
took on a new purpose. She spent years regaining and refining her abilities before eventually becoming a worldwide 
symbol of hope, advocate/speaker for stroke awareness and published author of Conquering Stroke: How I Fought My 
Way Back and How You Can Too.  
 


